R.V. Roof Air Lifting Systems

Don’t raise a sweat, just your roof!
Simplifying R.V. and camper travels worldwide.

Difficulty lifting your roof?
Then here is the solution. A tough lightweight Australian
designed and made product.
Custom made...

Air Lifter Applications


EXTERNAL POP TOP ROOFS LIFT



INTERNAL POP TOP ROOF LIFT



LIFTING BED STORAGE ACCESS



LIFTING A-VAN CRUISLINER TOP



LIFTING CAMPER TRAILER STORAGE

Each Roof Air Lifter Kit is individually made to suit your
RV. You have no worries if it's going to fit, you only have to
worry if you don't fit a Roof Air Lifter Kit.
Easy Fit...
Our unique patented design enables the air lifters to be
easily fitted to all RV's with a pop top roof, without affecting the look or functionality of your RV. The slim line air
lifters simply fold back into the roof area when you lower
the roof.
Maintenance…
The ease of this design requires minimal to no maintenance at all.
Installation…
This kit is sold as a D.I.Y. kit or we also have qualified fitters in all states if required. Please refer to website for
your local fitter.

Warranty..
All kits sold come with a no fuss 12 month warranty.

simplifying R.V. and camper travels worldwide.

UNIQUE DESIGN!
The first of it's kind! The highly effective and
efficient air lift system is fully patented and
is custom made to suit your recreational
vehicle.
Each Roof Air Lifter Kit contains custom made
air lifters, with alloy brackets, a 12 volt high

volume air compressor, regulator, relief
valve, and all the quick fit airline fittings, tubing, fixing screws, Spade bit, plus a full set of
fitting instructions for those do it you self
people.

INSTANT OPERATIONS
Your roof pops up while you watch. Our unobtrusive air lifters assist your existing
roof lifting mechanisms. Simply flick the switch and your roof can be up in sec-

Never before have you been able to lift the

onds with no effort on your part.

roof of your RV without lifting a finger.

INTERNAL LIFTERS
The internal lifting kit is available for RV’s that may not have the space for
an external kit. The clear airlines blend in easily along with the air lifters.
For further details contact your local distributer or RV Airlifters directly.

Our aim is to keep you on the road traveling and enjoying every moment,
not worrying if you are going to be able to push your roof up or struggle
with bed storage when you get to your destination.

Don’t waste thousands of dollars changing your RV., Fit an
air roof lifter instead, you'll be glad you did!

simplifying R.V. and camper travels worldwide.

TESTIMONIALS…
Have fitted lifters & boy do they work. No more struggles to lift the roof, just
press a button & up goes the roof in less than 10 sec. Thankyou Tim for a great
product.
Ken & Cheriec. (WA)
My wife is away in the camper this week thanks to your airlifters she can go off
alone now with having to worry about getting the roof up. The system was very
straight forward to install and easily lifts the roof with the solar panels on it. I
would recommend it to anyone with a pop top roof.
Regards, Peter (VIC)
Just wanted to let you know how happy we are with the airlifters and the ease of
fitting, great
instructions. Will recommend them to all pop top owners.
Cheers, Cam (WA)
We are very impressed by the way you assist prospective and current clients
with any information they require, quick and prompt service as well as making
it easy (by sending all relevant information) for people like myself to install the
air lifters. it is a great concept, easy to manage and really makes light work of
lifting rather heavy roofs. No doubt we will be showing our new lifting system
to anyone interested, and will proudly do so. lf they require details, will recommend they contact you. Thanking you once again. it has been a pleasure doing
business with you.
Kindest Regards - from Bob &Gay P

simplifying R.V. and camper travels worldwide.

R.V.R.A.L.S.
P.O. Box 198
Fernvale, QLD 4306
Australia.

Ph: 1300 360 311
Email: info@rvairlifters.com.au

www.rvairlifters.com.au

